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Abstract

The aim of this experiment is to test violation of Bell’s inequalities by using polarization-

entangled photons produced by spontaneous parametric-down conversion in a pair of Type-I BBO

crystals.
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1. Introduction

In 1935, Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen published a classic paper entitled “Can Quantum-

Mechanical Description of Physical Reality Be Considered Complete?”[1]. In that paper

they illustrated by an example, a contradiction among the principle of locality and the

principles of the quantum mechanics. This example is now often referred as EPR paradox.

However their analysis was in a qualitative level. In 1965, Bell came out with a mathematical

representation of EPR paradox (see, for example, [2]). He proposed a class of inequalities

which are satisfied if the behavior of a system is governed by the principles of locality and

are violated if it is governed by the principles of quantum mechanics. In this experiment we

test violation of Bell’s inequalities by using polarization-entangled photons. We follow more

or less the technique shown by Kwiat et. al. [3] (see also, [4, 5]).

2. Theory and Experimental set-up

According to the usual interpretation of the quantum mechanics, there exists certain

two particle states with the property that measurement of a chosen variable of one particle

completely determines the outcome of the measurement of the corresponding variable of the

second particle. Such a situation may arise when both particles are emitted from a common

source in some entangled (non-factorized) quantum state, for example,

|Ψ〉 =
1√
2

(|φ1〉 |χ2〉 − |χ1〉 |φ2〉). (1)

As Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen (EPR) pointed out that, at the time of measurement, the

particles may be so far apart that no influence resulting from one measurement can possibly

propagate to the other particle in available time [1]. Since the measurement of a variable

of one particle has already determined the outcome of measurement of the corresponding

variable of the second without any uncertainty, it contradicts the idea of quantum mechanics.

At the end of Ref. [1], Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen concluded that the quantum theory is

incomplete. Their conclusion was based on their firm belief on the principle of locality. This

paradox posed by Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen can be seen as conflict among the principle of

locality and the principles of quantum mechanics. To make exclusive conclusion one requires

to perform an experiment to verify which of the principle is valid. Bell’s inequalities play a
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|HsHi>

(a)Production of two horizontally polarized

photons from one vertically polarized photon

by parametric down-conversion.

|VsVi>

(b)Production of two vertically polarized

photons from one horizontally polarized

photon by parametric down-conversion.

FIG. 1: Production of down-converted photon pairs by a type-I BBO crystal. Here the suffices s and i stand for signal and

idler respectively.

key role in verifying experimentally whether a system is governed by the principle of locality

or by the laws of quantum mechanics.

In this experiment we show violation of Bell’s inequalities by using polarization-entangled

photons which are produced in two type-I Beta Barium Borate (BBO) crystals through the

process of spontaneous parametric down conversion (see, for example, Ref. [6]).

|HsHi>+|VsVi>

FIG. 2: Production of polarization-entangled photons by two type-I BBO crystals.

If a horizontally (vertically) polarized photon of wavelength λ is incident on a type-I

cut BBO crystal, then two photons of vertical (horizontal) polarization of wavelength 2λ

emerges from the crystal in a cone as shown in Figs. 1. Now if two type-I BBO crystals

are are placed back to back and an incident beam, polarized at an angle 45◦ is used, then
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polarization-entangled photons are produced (see Fig. 2). For a general angle of polarization

θ, of the incident beam, these down-converted photons may be represented by the quantum

mechanical state

|Ψ〉DC = cos θ |H〉s |H〉i + exp[iφ] sin θ |V 〉s |V 〉i , (2)

where φ is the phase difference between the two polarization states introduced due to the

fact that a horizontally polarized photon travels a larger distance inside the BBO crystals

than a vertically polarized photon before getting down-converted.

FIG. 3: Outline of the principal elements of the experimental set-up.

The principle of the main experimental setup is explained in Fig. 3. The light from a

diode laser (408 nm) is passed through a blue filter to remove any unwanted wavelength.

Then it pass through a quartz plate and gets reflected by a mirror before entering a pair

of BBO crystals which are mounted back-to-back with their optic axes at right angles with

respect to each other. Two avalanche photodiodes (APDs) are mounted on the rails to

be on two diametrically opposite points on the down-converted cone, and used to detect

parametric down-converted photons. Two color filters are located in front of each APDs to

block the scattered pump beam and a beam stop is also used to get rid of the pump beam.

The polarization state of photons can be selected by rotating two polarizers placed in front
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of the two APDs. We denote the angle of the polarizer A in the signal channel by α and

that of the polarizer B in the idler channel by β.

The quartz plate can be rotated along a horizontal and a vertical axis to compensate the

phase difference φ. It can be shown that in the ideal position of the quartz-plate (φ = 0)

and when the pump beam is polarized in 45◦ angle, the coincidence counts at the two APDs

are proportional to the square of the cosine of (α− β):

N(α, β) ∝ cos2(α− β). (3)

For this particular set-up, the Bell’s inequalities may be given by

|S| < 2, (4)

where,

S = E(α, β)− E(α, β′) + E(α′, β) + E(α′, β′), (5a)

E(α, β) =
N(α, β) +N(α⊥, β⊥)−N(α, β⊥)−N(α⊥, β)

N(α, β) +N(α⊥, β⊥) +N(α, β⊥) +N(α⊥, β)
. (5b)

A violation of the Bell’s inequality, i.e, |S| > 2 implies that the principle of locality is invalid

so far the measurements on these polarization-entangled photons are concerned.

3. Procedure

• Imaging the down-converted light cone by EM-CCD camera: In the Fig.

3, the APD’s are replaced by a EM-CCD camera and the images and videos of the

down-converted light cone are taken. For this purpose we used a argon ion laser source

which generates light beam at wavelength 363.8 nm. However rest of the experiment

is performed with a diode laser which produced light at wavelength 405 nm.

• System alignment: At first the linear polarizer just after the laser source is kept at

an angle 45◦. Then the BBO crystal is rotated along the horizontal and vertical axes

for the position where the photon counts are maximum. Next, the polarizers A and B

are placed and both are set at angle 0◦. Their heights are adjusted for the maximum

coincidence counts.
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• Alignment of the quartz plate: The quartz plate is rotated first along the hori-

zontal and then along the vertical axis and then the corresponding coincidence counts

are measured for different positions of the polarizers A and B, namely, α = β = 0◦,

α = β = 45◦, α = β = 90◦ and α = β = 135◦. The results are plotted against the

positions of the quartz plate. The angles of orientation of the quartz plate are chosen

as the values where the curves meet (or come close). This orientation is kept fixed

throughout the experiment.

• Test of entanglement: The angle α is kept fixed and the angle β is varied from 0◦

to 360◦. The coincidence counts are noted and plotted as function of (α − β). This

process is done for four choices of α.

• Violation of Bell’s inequality: The coincidence counts are measured for certain

choices of α and β and the value of |S| is calculated.

4. Results and Analysis

• Imaging the down-converted light cone by EM-CCD camera: The image of

the down-converted light cone (see Fig. 4) is taken by the EM-CCD camera for camera

gain 255 and exposure time 0.3 sec.

FIG. 4: Image of the down-converted light cone taken by EM-CCD camera with exposure time 0.3 sec and camera gain 255.

• System alignment: The maximum photon counts are noted when the BBO crystals

are oriented along a vertical angle 62◦ and horizontal angle 75◦, while the holder was

set at an angle 272◦.
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(a)Alignment of the quartz plate around vertical axis.
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(b)Alignment of the quartz plate around horizontal axis.

FIG. 5: Alignment of the quartz plate.

• Alignment of the quartz plate: Fig. 5(a) shows the plot of coincidence counts

against the orientation around the vertical axis of the quartz plate for four positions

of the polarizers A and B: α = β = 0◦, α = β = 45◦, α = β = 90◦ and α = β = 135◦.

The curves come closest when the angle is 18◦. In Fig. 5(b) coincidence counts are

plotted against the orientation around the horizontal axis of the quartz plate for three

positions of the polarizers A and B: α = β = 0◦, α = β = 45◦ and α = β = 90◦. The

curves come closest when the angle is 118◦.

• Test of entanglement: This result presented here is from the data taken for a dif-

ferent orientation of the quartz plate (vertical angle=10◦, and horizontal angle=78◦).

Figs 6(a) and 6(b), shows the dependence of the coincidence counts on β. The depen-

dence is almost cosine square as predicted by Eq. (3). Ideally the dependence should

be plotted against (α − β). However since α is a constant for each curve, the plot

against beta shows more or less the same dependence. This cosine square dependence

shows that the photons are polarization-entangled.

From Fig. 6(a), the visibility was found to be approximately 40% and from Fig. 6(b),

it turned out to be 31%. For a violation of Bell’s inequality one requires a visibility

of 71%. Clearly this quartz plate alignment was not good.

• Violation of Bell’s inequality: The data taken for the calculation on the Bell’s
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(a)Cosine square dependence of the coincidence counts

with the angle β, for α = 0◦ and α = 90◦.

(b)Cosine square dependence of the coincidence counts

with the angle β, for α = 45◦ and α = 135◦.

FIG. 6: Cosine square dependence of the coincidence counts with the angle β.

inequality is given in Table I. From this table one can calculate the value of |S| using

Eqs. (5) and it turned out that

|S| = 2.19588596. (6)

6. Conclusions and Discussions

Hence we have tested the violation of the Bell’s inequality by using polarization entangled

photons. The most crucial part of this experiment was to align the quartz plate properly. In

our particular set-up it was not possible to rotate the crystal in the whole range available.

For this reason it was difficult to find the proper orientation of the crystal. The cosine square

dependence shown in this report is not very accurate, because of imperfect orientation of

the quartz plate. The quartz plate was re aligned to test the Bell’s inequality, however due

to insufficient time the cosine square dependence curves could not be reproduced.
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TABLE I: Data taken for testing violation of Bell’s inequality (accidental coincidence=N(0, 90◦) =

413). Quartz plate orientation: vertical angle=18◦, horizontal angle=118◦

.

α β CC1 CC2 CC3 Mean Actual

-45 -22.5 754 716 704 724.6666667 311.6666667

-45 22.5 522 507 542 523.6666667 110.6666667

-45 67.5 469 484 465 472.6666667 59.66666667

-45 112.5 691677 639 669 256

0 -22.5 836 761 838 811.6666667 398.6666667

0 22.5 750 700 716 722 309

0 67.5 426 389 402 405.6666667 -7.333333333

0 112.5 525 564 526 538.333333 125.3333333

45 -22.5 553 529 616 566 153

45 22.5 701 688 684 691 278

45 67.5 767 750 776 764.3333333 351.3333333

45 112.5 619 591 613 607.6666667 194.6666667

90 -22.5 477 439 436 450.6666667 37.66666667

90 22.5 484 539 520 514.3333333 101.3333333

90 67.5 838 798 832 822.6666667 409.6666667

90 112.5 779 749 727 751.6666667 338.6666667
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